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Background: Private Sector and Mechanization
CARD SC5

Partnership with private sector

(Freetown, Feb 11)

Workshop

Questionnaire

(Senegal, Jun ‘11)

(Aug ‘11)

Agribusiness Forum
(South Africa, Oct ‘11)

Key issues on
enabling
environment

Workshop
(Japan, Sep ‘11)

More enabling environment

CARD GM4
(Kampala, Nov ‘11)

Matching appropriate machineries

Mechanization Process
Policy/Capacity Track

Technical Track

Identify key policy tools/institutional
capacities in facilitating mechanization
value chain (particularly in enabling
environment for the private sector)

Identify specifications of required
machineries for different ecosystems
of rice production

To be approved by the Ministry
Formulate intervention plans to build on the outputs from the
identification work on Technical and Policy/Capacity tracks

Workshop

Workshop

(Nairobi, Feb ‘12)

(Nairobi, Oct ‘12)
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Mechanisation Process – Timeline

Work to be completed by December 2012 to
get ready for;
• CARD GM5 – Feb 2013 and

Dec

• TICAD V – May 2013

What We have Done in the Last Workshop (Feb. ‘12)
1) Identified key stakeholders to involve respectively in technical & policy
tracks and prepare a full list.
2) Learned guiding principles of identifying appropriate machineries and adopt
them into each step of the process (when, what, with whom and how).
3) Identified (drafted) policy tools which try to provide enabling environment
on mechanisation for private sector players. Examine each of them in a
given format.
4) Exchanged experiences in institutional arrangements respectively in
technical & policy tracks. Discussed promising arrangements in each
country.
5) Prepared road map of the process for both technical & policy tracks to
present at “one-day stakeholders’ launch meeting”.
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What We Do in this Workshop (1) (Oct. ‘12)
1) Stocktake the progress made by each country, share/ peer review the
experiences and discuss the way forward:
a) Discussions/ consultations with the identified key stakeholders to
involve respectively in technical & policy tracks;
b) Identification of appropriate machineries and adoption into each step
of the process (when, what, with whom and how);
c) Elaboration of policy tools which try to provide enabling environment
on mechanisation for private sector players.
2) Upgrade the road map of the process for both technical & policy tracks.

What We Do in this Workshop (2) (Oct. ‘12)
3) Technical Inputs and introduction of new elements:
a) Developing Agricultural Machinery Industrial Sector in Africa depending
on (UNIDO)
b) Social and technical implication in improving post-harvest operations linking value chain (JICA)
c) Comparative study on Cost Analysis for mechanization (CARD)
d) Introduction of the Analysis (Comparative study) on Regional Processing
(CARD)
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Thank you.
Merci beaucoup.
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